Dear Friends,
I have long dreamed of having the mission of Symphony of Soul reach far beyond my
lifetime and far beyond its client base in Texas. However, I never expected our mission to reach
the Amazon jungle!
My dear husband George and I love to travel and we welcome every opportunity to see
the world. In a recent trip down the Amazon river, not only did we commune with monkeys, one
of whom in particular enjoyed playing bongos on my sweet husband’s head, we bonded with all
sorts of creatures - furry, feathery and scaly. We befriended toucans and macaws, and for added
interest, an anaconda (my first time ever to touch a snake). With his quick wit, George said to the
anaconda, “Okay, group hug!” Yikes! Those snakes do squeeze!

We ventured for miles in our supremely comfortable riverboat of 36 travelers, stopping
intermittently to step into smaller skiffs while our guides showed us the majestic beauty of the
Amazon and an up-close view of the many beautiful plants and animals.

We went many miles without seeing
any signs of civilization, and then
occasionally, we’d happen upon a village.
Our guides grew up in these villages and
they were very proud to introduce us to their
families and friends.
The Symphony of Soul moment
happened while visiting one of the villages
along the river. Amidst roaming dogs and
chickens, the families poured out of their
thatched huts to greet us with warm smiles.
Barefoot children gathered around us with
great curiosity, many of them reaching out
for hugs. As we all assembled in the oneroom schoolhouse, one of our guides
proceeded to lead the children in a special
song that they had prepared for us. It was
very touching.
After we clapped and praised them for
their wonderful singing, our guide asked us,
the tourists, to sing a song for the children.
Everyone was at a loss until one of our fellow
travelers shouted out, “What about you,
Leslie? You’re a singer! Sing something!” I
froze not knowing what on earth these sweet
children would enjoy hearing. George
whispered, “What about ‘Amazing Grace’?”
And so, sweaty and grubby as I was
that day, I stood in front of the children and
sang an a cappella rendition of “Amazing
Grace.” Truthfully, it was not the best singing
I’ve ever done! We had been traveling
throughout Peru and I hadn’t sung a note in
weeks. I wasn’t the least bit warmed up. But
the children and their families stared at me
with open mouths and wide eyes as I sang. I
then realized that these precious children
and their families probably hadn’t ever heard
a trained soprano before.

Afterwards, one of our guides came up
to me with tears streaming down his face and
said in broken English, “Miss Leslie, I cry. I
no understand all the words but it touch me
so deeply. I never heard nothing like it
before.” I was relieved that I hadn’t sung too
horribly after all, and I gave him a hug,
knowing that it really wasn’t about my voice
at all. It was about the power of music to stir
the spirit and touch the heart.
Symphony of Soul is dedicated to
providing live “musical medicine for the
soul” to people who are confined in care
centers
and
facing
challenging
circumstances. Were these sweet people
facing challenging circumstances? In our
eyes, yes, they were living in extreme
poverty. In their eyes, perhaps not, for they
seemed very content. Who’s to say, really?
All I do know is that, when I sang that day, I
sang with the mission of Symphony of Soul in
my heart.
The outstanding musicians on the
Symphony of Soul roster continually provide
joy and comfort and love to our fragile clients
in care centers. They touch the audiences
with their gift of music and they provide
them with an uplifting experience at every
performance. This is our mission in action.
As I sang that day in the Amazon, I
witnessed on the faces of the villagers and
the guides the same reaction that I witness
whenever our Symphony of Soul musicians
perform for our clients in care centers. My
“performance” was less than perfect but,
even so, I was touched to see the group
enjoying it and that the mission of Symphony
of Soul was alive and well that day in the
Amazon jungle.

Thank you, to the many wonderful
musicians, friends and supporters of the
Symphony of Soul. You are the ones who
make “musical medicine” possible.
With blessings and appreciation,
Leslie Hyland Rodgers

